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Jim Tan
Vice President, WCP
Asia Region
Hunter Douglas Group

Welcome to the 3rd 
edition of the Hunter 
Douglas coffee table 
book celebrating 
inspiring window 
shading design.
In 2010, we launched the Hunter Douglas Designing 
Windows Awards to showcase inspiring window 
covering designs from architects and interior 
designers from all over Asia.

In this book you can browse outstanding projects 
that combine beauty and practicality using 
exclusive window coverings from Hunter Douglas.

From living rooms, bedrooms, kitchens and 
bathrooms, we hope our book will inspire you with 
innovative window coverings that will let you create 
your own personal style and beauty for any room.

Enjoy!
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Hunter Douglas has created a remarkable selection of window coverings 

to suit any style or room. Control the light and add character to every 

window. Hunter Douglas is your guarantee of excellent quality, innovation, 

and years of enjoyment.

Designed by 

Inspired by you

www.hunterdouglas.asia
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For many of us, the living room is the centre of our home; a space where 

friends and family relax and enjoy the view to the outside. Often that view 

comes with an abundance of natural light. Window coverings can help 

block harmful UV rays that damage furnishings, control heat and manage 

glare – controlling or providing room-darkening solutions.  Hunter Douglas 

window coverings help you harness the beauty of natural light, making the 

living room a warm and welcoming space that reflects your personal style.

The Living Room

www.hunterdouglas.asia
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Window covering: Duette® Honeycomb Shades with Vertiglide™ Duolite™

The colours of Duette® Honeycomb Shades produced the rustic feel and individuality that 
I was aiming for. Not only was this combination beautiful, its versatility was amazing – 
matching multiple uses and having no cords to get in the way. Having a longstanding career 
in design, I’m really impressed by how Hunter Douglas has married function and design.

MELINDA LOOI
Malaysia
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MELINDA LOOI, Malaysia
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Silhouette® Window Shadings brought openness to the ambience, while 
highlighting the garden as the background for this picturesque scene. We 
successfully created thermal comfort and cosy ambience for the living room.

TAN TIK LAM
Indonesia

Window covering: Silhouette® Window Shadings with EasyRise™ 
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Window covering: Silhouette® Window Shadings with EasyRise™ 
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The design idea was to have a central park ‘Seoul Forest’ as the garden with a great 
green city view in modern, chic style. Silhouette® Window Shadings transformed the 

harsh light into soft, warm light, making the rooms much softer and cosier.

CHOI JUNG SIM
Korea
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Window coverings: Luminette® Privacy Sheers with Combination Wand/Cord and Silhouette® Window Shadings with EasyRise™
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In this project we used matching light-filtering Luminette® Privacy Sheers and Silhouette® Window 
Shadings so that the view can be enjoyed through soft sheer fabric. The owners were thrilled with the 
results. They were surprised to see how Hunter Douglas window coverings had enhanced their home.

HERBERT & EDMUND CHAN 
Singapore
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This recreational space is surrounded by windows so you need versatile 
light control features, easy functionality and minimal maintenance. 
Silhouette® Window Shadings provided all the features we needed.

MARIA ROSANTINA
Indonesia

Window covering: Silhouette® Window Shadings with Motorisation
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IRENE NG
Singapore

No other window shading brand does it as well as Hunter Douglas. I was 
especially impressed with the way their Silhouette® Window Shadings 
transformed this living room simply with light control and beautiful design.

Window covering: Silhouette® Window Shadings with Motorisation
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The owners of this home wanted a simple concept for modern life. 
Ballette® Drapery Sheers provided ease of application and operation with 
simple and elegant styling, highlighting the contours on the interior.

PENG LI HUA
China

Window covering: Ballette® Drapery Sheers with Standard Original System
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In this project the house was flanked by a scenic lake on the south. All the windows were 
designed to frame the lake view with strong sunlight from the west. Luminette® Privacy Sheers 
brought flexibility and great light control and created real flow in the rooms at any time of the day.

HARESH LAKHANI
India

Window covering: Luminette® Privacy Sheers with Combination Wand/Cord
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WEE SIEW LAy & KELVIN LIM
Singapore

When we looked at the space and windows, we decided to use Luminette® 
Privacy Sheers. We hit the bullseye. We ended up with a high end overall 
look and feel, and there was no compromise to the view.

Window covering: Luminette® Privacy Sheers with Combination Wand/Cord
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ZHANG WEI LUN
China

My idea for the design is to create a beautiful and stylish home. I was attracted to 
Silhouette® Window Shadings’ ability to beautifully diffuse light and change the mood 
of a room. Furthermore, its UV protection feature is a plus. In addition, Hunter Douglas 
promotes the superior energy-saving benefits which also attracted me to this brand.

Window covering: Silhouette® Window Shadings with Motorisation
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“Light is all that matters” was the concept behind my design. 
Country Woods® Wood Blinds are not just beautiful but also let 
constantly-changing light into the house.

ARIEL LIN
Taiwan

Window covering: Country Woods® Wood Blinds with Standard Original System
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The combination of white colour tone in the Roller Shades and the natural light 
worked really well with our modern design concept. The innovative motorised 
system is perfect for control and child safety. Plus, it provides a great aesthetic.

CHOI JUNG HWA
Korea

Window covering: Roller Shades with Motorisation
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Window covering: Skyline™ Gliding Window Panels 
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yUNI JIE 
Indonesia

This stunning space is surrounded by lush greenery and a beautiful pond, so we 
wanted a shade that ensured a discreet view from the outside while preserving the 
external aesthetics. Roller Shades were the perfect solution for this project.

Window covering: Roller Shades with Motorisation
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Window covering: Silhouette® Window Shadings with EasyRise™ 
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We wanted to provide for full-height windows, to connect the interior with 
the exterior. The quality of Silhouette® Window Shadings blended together 

with the beautiful glass, creating an outstanding environment.

ARUN SHARMA
India
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Window covering: Duette® Honeycomb Shades with Ultraglide™
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The beauty of a space depends on the combination of architecture and 
interior design, rather than the number of items in the space.  Using Duette® 

Honeycomb Shades and Silhouette® Window Shadings, we overcame space 
constraints while retaining privacy and meeting the demands of our customer.

SATANATORN 
KULPATTACHOT

Thailand

Window covering: Silhouette® Window Shadings with PowerRise™ 2.0  
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Window covering: Luminette® Privacy Sheers with Combination Wand/Cord

Both my son and I are asthmatic, so we used Luminette® Privacy Sheers that 
are dust-resistant and able to deter dust mites. Not only were my concerns dealt 
with easily and effectively, entertaining guests is now a much more pleasant 
experience; they feel so at home and they just love the ambience.

GUEN MAGDANGAL
Philippines
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Windows can transform and enhance a room tremendously when applied skillfully. 
With Hunter Douglas window coverings, it’s easier than ever. We achieved a soothing, 

restful ambience using Silhouette® Window Shadings, without much fuss.

GUO WEI
China

Window covering: Silhouette® Window Shadings with EasyRise™ 
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When designing a living room, you need to play with certain 
elements to create a quality ambience in which to relax 
and entertain guests. I find that with Duette® Honeycomb 
Shades, creating this atmosphere is a breeze.

BETH OROPEZA
Philippines

Window covering: Duette® Honeycomb Shades with Standard Cordlock Top-down/Bottom-up
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Window covering: Duette® Honeycomb Shades with Standard Cordlock Top-down/Bottom-up

The owners were looking for ‘something classic yet new’. The core idea behind this 
is a unique fusion of both worlds: modern design with a touch of classic Victorian 

style.  Duette® Honeycomb Shades’ top-down bottom-up system proved to be 
very functional, especially as this loft apartment has very high windows.

KRISTINE BENITEZ
Philippines
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Silhouette® Window Shadings were chosen as a high quality 
brand which our customers expect. I chose Hunter Douglas 
window coverings as it is the leading brand for shades.

JIE HUI LIANG
China

Window covering: Silhouette® Window Shadings with Motorisation
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Silhouette® Window Shadings were the perfect solution for this 
project, fulfilling the client’s need for privacy and abundant light.  

The product fitted the décor design wonderfully.

QUARTANTI
Indonesia

Window covering: Silhouette® Window Shadings with EasyRise™ 
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When dealing with antiques, you 
have to be very cautious as they 
are easily damaged, especially 
when exposed to too much 
sunlight. Roller Shades were the 
ideal solution, providing great 
views, light control and protection.

ARTS Of ASIA
Philippines

Window covering: Roller Shades with Standard Original System
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KASUyA JUNKO &  
KASUyA ATSUSHI
Japan

The house was located on a 
hilltop with a beautiful mountain 
skyline view. Silhouette® 
Window Shadings were the 
only product that did justice 
to the size of the window, with 
great functionality. It fits the 
house perfectly.

Window covering: Silhouette® Window Shadings with EasyRise™ 
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A log cabin vacation home needed to have the comfort and 
warmth of the countryside, but be practical and stylish. Duette® 
Honeycomb Shades created a window design with fabric look 
and was also very practical.

TITO O. VILLANUEVA
Philippines

Window covering: Duette® Honeycomb Shades with Standard Cordlock and Specialty Shape
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The design idea was to create a natural outdoor décor 
using Country Woods® Wood Blinds, enhancing the 

interior and enveloping the room in a soft light.

LIAN GE
China

Window covering: Country Woods® Wood Blinds with Standard Original System
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Silhouette® Window Shadings interlinked the space 
with a great décor. The idea was to have consistency 
with simple but functional light control.

ZHOU HUI
China

Window covering: Silhouette® Window Shadings with Motorisation
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ByRON yIU
Hong Kong

Window covering: Silhouette® Window Shadings with EasyRise™ 

In AV rooms that are used for both leisure and entertaining guests, you want 
flawless light control and beautiful aesthetics. With Silhouette® Window 

Shadings, you can create a relaxing ambience for any situation.
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Window covering: Duette® Honeycomb Shades with Standard Cordlock Duolite™ 

Duette® Honeycomb Shades with Duolite™ created a spacious, neat look 
along the narrow walls. The product caters to a myriad of light control needs 
at just a pull of a cord to adjust light whenever necessary.

WU JIAN GUANG
China
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When combined with Silhouette® Window Shadings, traditional 
curtain fabrics give an elegant, classic and simple natural feel. The 
combination of light and shadow really appeals to the imagination.

LEE yAN HAI
China

Window covering: Silhouette® Window Shadings with EasyRise™
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Our goal was to create an ‘urban oasis’, a private paradise amidst harsh 
environment surroundings. With Roller Shades, the space looked more homey, 
with a much softer ambience compared to other materials and systems.

DANNy KO
Philippines

Window covering: Roller Shades with Standard Original System
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It’s a little tricky to use window shadings in corridors to get sufficient lighting with just enough 
exterior visibility. I chose Silhouette® Window Shadings for this project and they are gorgeous.

RAJAN SHARMA
India

Window covering: Silhouette® Window Shadings with EasyRise™ 
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Window coverings: Duette® Honeycomb shades with Vertiglide™ and Silhouette® Window Shadings with EasyRise™

WU
Taiwan

A home’s decoration is the collaboration between the homeowner and the interior designer. The owner 
wanted to preserve the greenery view of the outside. Therefore, I maximised the usage of white and 
natural materials to match the scenery outside, bringing one closer to nature.
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Window covering: Silhouette® Window Shadings with EasyRise™ 

CHEW KHERK MIN
Malaysia

Light control is important in order to achieve the perfect ambience. In this case, Hunter 
Douglas window coverings help me create a simple, elegant and abstract illusion of the room. 
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The owners were seeking a relaxed environment with good 
product functionality. Silhouette® Window Shadings were 
used in the living room, softly filtering light into the room and 
with its simple colours, created a relaxing atmosphere.

ZHANG LI
China

Window covering: Silhouette® Window Shadings with EasyRise™ 
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For this project we selected Skyline™ Gliding Window Panels to fully meet the customers’ 
interior lighting needs and space constraints. The functionality and usability of the product 

satisfied our customers’ demand for great indoor light control.

WEI RAN
China

Window covering: Skyline™ Gliding Window Panels with PowerGlide™ 2.0
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With Country Woods® Wood Blinds, our client was delighted with 
the aesthetics it provided, matching the furniture and enhancing the 
ambience. The product’s functionality really impressed us.

NGUyEN LE MINH HUE
Vietnam

Window covering: Country Woods® Wood Blinds with Standard Original System
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Window covering: Skyline™ Gliding Window Panels 

LIU QIANG
China

Dealing with a limited space, we selected Skyline™ Gliding 
Window Panels to give off an effect of soft partitioning to the 

space while providing a sense of privacy.
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Window covering: Silhouette® Window Shadings with EasyRise™ 

For this project, we wanted to complement the external garden view whilst providing 
easy control and function. We decided to select Silhouette® Window Shadings and were 
impressed by the versatility and ease of use of Hunter Douglas window coverings.

APISORN HUNGSAPREUK
Thailand
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Window covering: Duette® Honeycomb Shades with EasyRise™

VINAy KALRA
India

When it comes to functionality, Duette® Honeycomb Shades have never 
disappointed me. The product’s versatile capabilities allow for a wide range of 

applications like in living rooms, corridors and even reading corners.
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The plan for the project was to go Victorian look, so we needed functionality and 
design that would complement the theme. When we looked at Country Woods® 
Wood Blinds, we knew we had the right product which worked wonderfully.

ZENN GOH
Malaysia

Window covering: Country Woods® Wood Blinds with Standard Original System
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Hunter Douglas window coverings perfectly complement the luxurious living room 
design.  The light control from Duette® Honeycomb Shades was excellent, really 

different from your typical window treatment.

PATRA GAJABHUTI & KALIN SARASIN
Thailand

Window covering: Duette® Honeycomb Shades with Standard Cordlock with Duolite™ 
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The dining room serves a key function in a home for mealtimes with family 

and friends.  In the dining room, window treatments can provide privacy, 

soft illumination and a touch of elegance for entertainment. 

In the kitchen, culinary creativity comes alive but it can get pretty hot and 

humid, which is why it can be tricky to furnish.  As with all rooms, light control 

is essential but for the kitchen, so is ventilation.  

Window treatments that allow cooling breezes to enter while providing 

varying degrees of privacy are key for this type of space.  Kitchen shades 

and blinds also need to stand up well to heat and humidity, but be easy to 

clean and maintain.

Dining Room
The Kitchen &

www.hunterdouglas.asia
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Dining Room
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Window covering: Ballette® Drapery Sheers with Standard Original System 

Ballette® Drapery Sheers emphasised the streamlined design 
which complements the modern white interior of this room.

ZHANG SONG TAO
China
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Window covering: Silhouette® Window Shadings with EasyRise™
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DEBBIE
Taiwan

Our client wanted the options for dim or bright light privacy for a great 
view while dining. We were able to create this with Silhouette® Window 

Shadings, and turned every meal into a great moment.
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Window covering: Luminette® Privacy Sheers with PowerGlide™ 2.0
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WENDy SOH
Singapore

The quality of Hunter Douglas Window Fashions products is undeniably excellent. 
That is why they manage to enhance the design of this dining room so effortlessly.
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Window covering: Silhouette® Window Shadings with Motorisation

Silhouette® Window Shadings create an airy 
atmosphere for open space dinners and get-togethers.

VINAy KALRA
India
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Window covering: Roller Shades with Motorisation

When designing dining areas, you need great light control, from 
dim to bright to suit the occasion and time of day. We successfully 
created high-end ambience using Roller Shades.

IRENE NG
Singapore
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Window covering: Roller Shades with Standard Original System

Roller Shades are perfect for kitchens as the fabric is not 
too heavy and there is such a wide selection.

HERDADI WAHyUDI
Indonesia
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Window covering: Duette® Honeycomb Shades with Ultraglide™ Top-down/Bottom-up

LILIAN
Singapore

I have to admit that no other brands in the market can compare to 
Hunter Douglas Window Shadings when it comes to innovation. 
Duette® Honeycomb Shades not only amazed us with its functionality, 
it also provided great aesthetic to the room.
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Due to the window size in this room, Duette® Honeycomb Shades are the 
perfect solution with sheer fabric that allows light to be filtered into the room.

DUAN LING yU 
China

Window covering: Duette® Honeycomb Shades with Standard Cordlock Duolite™ 
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Window covering: Luminette® Privacy Sheers with Combination Wand/Cord

Luminette® Privacy Sheers give the dining area a luxury 
ambience with its streamlined look.

CHOI JUNG HWA
Korea
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Window covering: Luminette® Privacy Sheers with Combination Wand/Cord

Many families spend more time in the kitchen than any other room in 
their home and the décor should reflect this. 

HERBERT & EDMUND CHAN
Singapore
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Window covering: Venetian Blinds with Standard Original System

Practicality comes to mind when deciding on the interior 
decoration of a kitchen. Venetian Blinds’ streamlined design 
added the needed touch to complete the look.

IRENE NG
Singapore
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Window covering: Duette® Honeycomb Shades with Ultraglide™

A white kitchen is the ideal setting for home cooking. The usage of white not 
only made a kitchen look bigger and airier; it also provided a clean canvas to 

showcase other elements to create an inviting, enchanting and functional kitchen. 

SATANATORN KULPATTACHOT
Thailand
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Window covering: Country Woods® Wood Blinds with Standard Original System

White Country Woods® Wood Blinds were used to complement the 
white cabinets to achieve a complete look. The result was nice and 
did not clash with virtually any colour scheme or décor.

UMPORN LAOHAVILAI
Thailand
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Sheer and opaque Roller Shades were used in this area as there was a 
need for different light control at different times of the day.

DANNy KO
Philippines

Window covering: Dual Roller Shades with Standard Original System
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The design specification was for modern, sleek window shades with a refined designed aesthetics. 
Silhouette® Window Shadings and Country Woods® Wood Blinds fit the bill perfectly with universal 
design appeal, immaculate design, finish and easy installation.

CHIRAG KAPOOR
India

Window coverings: Silhouette® Window Shadings with EasyRise™ and Country Woods® Wood Blinds with Standard Original System
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Our aim was to protect the rooms from the glaring sun and heat, and at the 
same time present a nice, clear view of the beautiful surroundings. Roller Shades 

performed brilliantly for heat protection, plus, they’re very energy efficient.

JASPER SUN PROTECTION CO LTD
Thailand

Window covering: Roller Shades with Standard Original System
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A place of slumber and relaxation after a long day. 

For the bedroom, window fashions can provide a 

high degree of privacy. If you prefer to sleep in the 

dark, room-darkening fabrics coupled with a design 

that eliminates light gaps, seams and rout holes 

would be suitable.

The Bedroom

www.hunterdouglas.asia
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Window covering: Silhouette® Window Shadings with Motorisation

Waking up to luminous rays elegantly flowing into your bedroom is a luxury that many 
desire. With the help of Silhouette® Window Shadings, that luxury has become attainable. 
The beautiful sheers complement the bedroom’s décor with its wonderful design.

WENDy SOH
Singapore
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Window covering: Silhouette® Window Shadings with EasyRise™

The bedroom is a place of solace after a long day and the first thing you see 
in the morning so it has to be absolutely perfect. That’s exactly why we went 
with Hunter Douglas, as they are renowned for beauty and design. In this case, 
Silhouette® Window Shadings complemented this bedroom wonderfully.

LIM KIEN HUAT
Singapore
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Window covering: Duette® Honeycomb Shades with Ultraglide™ Duolite™ 

A soft colour palette conveys peace. With ample natural light, this space 
called for a fresh colour scheme to extend the airy feel. The painting added 
a personal touch, allowing for everything to synch perfectly.

MELINDA LOOI
Malaysia
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Window covering: Roller Shades with Standard Original System

Luxury living is an enjoyment when you have an unobstructed view of 
the sea. However, a bedroom is best left private. We managed to keep 
the privacy of this space with blackout Roller Shades.

ARTS Of ASIA
PhIlippines
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Window covering: Duette® Honeycomb Shades with Ultraglide™ Duolite™ 

Glare can be complicated to deal with, because you want to eliminate it without giving up 
natural light that can make a room vibrant the way you want it. Duette® Honeycomb Shades 
were marvelous for us here, creating a luminous, elegant atmosphere.

ZEN INTERIOR DESIGN
Malaysia
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THARANI
Malaysia

Cosy and comfy yet luxurious and elegant. Our vision was 
perfectly executed thanks to this amazing window covering - 

Duette® Honeycomb Shades by Hunter Douglas.

Window covering: Duette® Honeycomb Shades with Ultraglide™ Duolite™ 
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Window covering: Silhouette® Window Shadings with EasyRise™ 

The right planning of space and usage of window coverings 
could give a sense of luxury living as well as comfort.

IRENE NG
Singapore
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Window covering: Duette® Honeycomb Shades with Ultraglide™ Duolite™ 

For blissful relaxation and privacy in the bedroom, you need a fusion of unique window 
treatment functions. Using a combination of opaque and sheer fabrics from Hunter Douglas, 

we created a most soothing ambience - a perfect sanctuary from the outside world.

HERBERT & EDMUND CHAN
Singapore
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Window covering: Duette® Honeycomb Shades with Ultraglide™ Top-down/Bottom-up

Duette® Honeycomb Shades act as clerestory window above the bed. 
They flood the room with light while maintaining privacy.

LILIAN
Singapore
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Window covering: Luminette® Privacy Sheers with PowerGlide™ 2.0

White streamlined Luminette® Privacy Sheers bring in natural light 
and lighten up the room against the ash gray walls.

WENDy SOH
Singapore
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Window covering: Duette® Honeycomb Shades with Standard Cordlock Top-down/Bottom-up

A peaceful day starts with the right lighting in the bedroom. Hunter 
Douglas’ unique lifting systems allowed me to achieve this.

LILIAN
Singapore
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Window covering: Duette® Honeycomb Shades with Ultraglide™ Duolite™ 

A bedroom should be a place where one can sleep, rest or take a nap at 
anytime of the day without worrying about the glare of the sun.

IRENE NG
Singapore
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Window covering: Duette® Honeycomb Shades with EasyRise™ Duolite™ 

Hunter Douglas Window Fashions was the perfect choice in 
achieving the minimalist design that we wanted for this house. 

DEBBIE
Taiwan
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Window covering: Venetian Blinds with Motorisation

A metallic hue adds a touch of glamour in this dressing room.

WENDy SOH
Singapore
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Window covering: Luminette® Privacy Sheers with Combination Wand/Cord

Through my experience with Hunter Douglas window coverings, I can say that they are both 
aesthetic and functionally excellent, allowing a designer to freely play with light without 
compromising natural view like Luminette® Privacy Sheers that I used in this room.

ARCHANA SACHDEV
India
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Window covering: Silhouette® Window Shadings with EasyRise™ 

As you can see, Silhouette® Window Shadings are perfect for creating that 
sensual, calming feel – perfect for bedrooms. The view isn’t completely 
blocked off and you get the privacy you desire. A spectacular product.

MARCELO ALONZO
Philippines
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A refuge for peace or privacy, creating 

and controlling light are essential in a 

study to fully maximise the function of the 

room.  Window shades can help minimise 

sunlight to reduce glare on a computer 

screen when you are working or maximise 

illumination when you are reading or 

meeting with friends or colleagues.

The Study

www.hunterdouglas.asia
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Window coverings: Venetian Blinds with Standard Original System and Silhouette® Window Shadings with EasyRise™
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WU
Taiwan

By combining Venetian Blinds and Silhouette® Window Shadings in this 
design we created a very nice setting for relaxation and reading. We 

practically mirrored a library atmosphere in this space.
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Rarely does a product exceed expectations on so many levels – privacy, light control, functionality and 
aesthetics – the way that Hunter Douglas Window Shadings deliver. As you can see, by using Silhouette® 
Window Shadings, we created an ambience in which one can focus on the task at hand without difficulty.

DEREK CHAN
Hong Kong

Window covering: Silhouette® Window Shadings with EasyRise™ 
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We wanted to make a difference with a more functional window treatment 
but with luxurious style. The great quality, innovative design and easy-to-

manage system in Duette® Honeycomb Shades made it a breeze.

UMPORN LAOHAVILAI
Thailand

Window covering: Duette® Honeycomb Shades with Ultraglide™ Top-down/Bottom-up
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After looking at the space involved, we decided to go for an up market, 
modern and chic look with great light control as this was a working study. We 
chose Roller Shades for both design and functionality which turned out great.

NGUyEN PHUOC HOAN
Vietnam

Window covering: Roller Shades with Standard Original System
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LIU yI yONG
China

Window covering: Roller Shades with Standard Original System

For an atmosphere where focus and concentration is constantly needed, like in a 
study, light is very important to create the right mood. It was a little complicated at 
first, but with Roller Shades, the objective was accomplished without any problem.
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Many identify the bathroom as a sanctuary for relaxation 

and rejuvenation or to kick-start their morning. As 

bathroom windows are typically the smallest windows 

in a home, select treatments that let in the largest 

amount of light. Consider adding window fashions with a 

top-down/bottom-up installation for complete privacy 

without having to give up natural light and the view. Also, 

as humidity is an issue in this space, go for easy-to-clean, 

microbial-resistant window coverings.

The Bathroom

www.hunterdouglas.asia
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For this room we selected Venetian Blinds, enabling beautiful and natural light-
filtering with a clear view to the natural outdoors. We chose Hunter Douglas window 
coverings because their product’s innovation goes beyond the ordinary.

LING LI CHENG
China

Window covering: Venetian Blinds with Standard Original System
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The outdoor bathroom features a classic Venetian Blinds and 
resort styled Jacuzzi bathtub. The combination is timeless 
and adds an instant modern touch to the space.

IRENE NG
Singapore

Window covering: Venetian Blinds with Motorisation
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Window covering: Hunter Douglas Window Coverings

There is nothing quite like a hot bath after a long day so you want the experience and ambience 
to be perfect as you immerse yourself in deep relaxation. By installing Hunter Douglas Window 
Coverings in this bathroom we succeeded in producing just the right atmosphere and design.

ARIEL LIN
Taiwan
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yU XIAO LONG
China

Simple, functional and beautifully-designed, Hunter Douglas Venetian Blinds fit an array 
of purposes, including the bathroom window. The blinds block out exterior to interior 

view for complete privacy but let in the right amount of light whilst looking great.

Window covering: Venetian Blinds with Standard Original System
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Window covering: Venetian Blinds with Standard Original System

This transitional master bathroom is designed like a luxury spa. The 
freestanding tub, Carrera marble and Venetian Blinds complete the look.

IRENE NG
Singapore
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Window covering: Duette® Honeycomb Shades with Standard Cordlock Top-down/Bottom-up

ARTS Of ASIA
Philippines

The idea here was to achieve the same sense of tranquility one gets when 
viewing the bamboo garden outside while protecting the privacy inside.
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Window covering: Venetian Blinds with Standard Original System

Imagine the experience of soaking in the bathtub with a skyline view. Using Venetian Blinds, you get complete 
privacy, yet still retain the beautiful scenery, washing away your stress and worries during bath time.

JIE HUI LIANG
China
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Window covering: Duette® Honeycomb Shades with Ultraglide™ Duolite™ 

UMPORN LAOHAVILAI
Thailand

To create a quiet corner for relaxation, custom Duette® Honeycomb Shades 
were made to fit every angle exposed for optimum privacy. 
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Window covering: Venetian Blinds with Standard Original System

Gold Venetian Blinds were used as a stark contrast to the 
grey granite for an opulence look. 

ZHANG WEI LUN
China
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Window covering: Venetian Blinds with Standard Original System

ZHANG SONG TAO
China

A Japanese-style soaking tub completes the Zen-like 
washing room creating an ultimate spa experience.
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Exterior areas can be one of the most beautiful and 

useful places in a home to relax with family and friends.  

Interacting with the natural world can be a fantastic 

experience but it is essential to manage glare, harsh 

rays and other weather elements with the right exterior 

window shading.

Outdoors

www.hunterdouglas.asia
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The window treatment for this project required exterior shades that provide protection against rain and strong 
sunlight. Hunter Douglas Roller Shades were great for the project, even with limited space.

PAKORN MAHAPHANT
Thailand

Window covering: Roller Shades with Standard Original System
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Window covering: External Venetian Blinds with Motorisation

External Venetian Blinds create privacy, while the 
cool dark colour gives it a modern look.

WENDy SOH
Singapore
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Window covering: Roller Shades with Standard Original System

There’s nothing quite like marrying the beauty of the exterior with interior 
design. Using Hunter Douglas Roller Shades, we integrated the natural 
outdoors with the interior, creating a spectacular environment.

PUDI MULIAWAN
Indonesia
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Our objective was to protect the space from heat and sunrays, but we had to work with glass 
roof, so the solution had to weigh as little as possible. Duette® Honeycomb Shades’ flexibility, 
not only solved the problem smoothly but our client was delighted with the soft, modern style.

SITTHISAKDI POUIN
Thailand

Window covering: Duette® Honeycomb Shades with Motorised skylights
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Driven by our commitment to reward 

innovation in modern window covering 

designs, we launched the Hunter Douglas 

DESIGNING WINDOWS AWARDS. 

Interior designers and architects from 

across Asia with diverse backgrounds and 

experience submitted inspiring designs using 

innovative Hunter Douglas products.

In the following pages you can enjoy a 

selection of the projects in a wide range of 

design aesthetics and applications.

  Designs
Winning
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“From the very beginning, 
we maintained a simple 
concept: openness.”

Winners

HERDADI WAHyUDI
Bobos Design
INDONESIA
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One of Hunter Douglas’ strengths is reaching the end-consumers and colleagues 
through interior designers. Our design process and execution was excellently rolled 
out, thanks to the support of the premium quality and amazing concept of Hunter 
Douglas products.

From the very beginning, we maintained the simple concept of ‘openness’, aiming to 
create an optimum outdoor view in the interior.  In the design we created openings 
with minimum framing through wide, fixed glass windows and sufficient open window 
panels to deliver a cross-ventilation air system.  In the other parts, we used wide 
sliding glass-door panels to create an “experience the outdoors” concept.

The Silhouette® range delivered flexibility in setting the degree of visual, thermal and 
privacy elements and the motorised controls made it easy to maintain and operate 
the shades. 

This Designing Windows Awards was a prestigious opportunity for us to measure our 
capabilities against other professionals in the industry. This entire experience, getting 
to meet people from diverse backgrounds, cultures and styles, was an inspiring, eye-
opening experience.

Harness the beauty of natural light for your living room with Silhouette® Window Shadings
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“Simply because of the 
controlled and filtered 
lighting, the room has 
transformed in nature”

 CAI MING
HongKong DingCheng
CHINA
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I believe that design is very subjective in nature. Everyone’s eye for design is different in 
the sense that we all have our own personalities and preferences.  Every customer wants 
something distinctive. Regardless, we are all trying to achieve a balance of elegance, 
beauty and practicality in any given ‘canvas’.  

In my experience, Hunter Douglas does this very well. Take for example the Silhouette® 

Window Shadings that I used in this programme. They ensure privacy and at the same 
time allow natural light to fill the room. Simply because of the controlled and filtered 
lighting, the room has transformed in nature, providing a warm, relaxing ambience – 
perfect for leisure or entertainment.

Silhouette® Window Shadings elegantly combine privacy and lighting, creating a fantastic atmosphere to entertain guests in
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Light gives life in space. It’s like the completion of a great painting – accentuating 
the splendor with brush-strokes to bring out the full beauty of a work of art. 

In interior designing, light goes hand-in-hand with space. When I design, I always 
try to ensure that the furnishings as well as the window coverings are arranged in 
such a way that regardless of what time of day it is, space and light complement 
each other to create a sort of symphony.

The idea behind my design is based on the proper arrangement of spaces 
and texture rendering. Hunter Douglas Window Fashions products are able to 
manipulate the flow of light from both indoors and outdoors, making the control 
of light in a given space clear and easy.

Create a warm, relaxing glow with Silhouette® Window Shadings
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“The idea behind my design 
is based on the proper 
arrangement of spaces and 
texture rendering.”

Henry Wang
Xin Pin Design

TAIWAN

39
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Interior elements are a common language in the world as you can clearly see through the 
wide variety of the works that this programme has amassed. I approached this project 
not with the focus of outdoing everyone else, but with the objective of fully harnessing my 
abilities to create the perfect space.

I focused on the combination and balance of vertical and horizontal lines in my design. It 
worked out great, mostly because the Silhouette® Window Shadings I used synchronised 
very nicely with the surrounding indirect light. I’m particularly proud of the living room. 
I combined a “Chinoiserie” style with a Bordeaux wine colour, which proved to be very 
successful. Overall, my aim was for a design that matches the trend of Japanese lifestyle 
spaces and modern construction design, which I think I pulled off quite nicely.

Hunter Douglas products are very popular in all types of spaces: condominiums, nursery 
homes, personal residences, law firms and office projects just to name a few. It’s a trusted 
brand that combines function and design very well. This initiative is wonderful but I hope the 
next time it will not be confined to just Asia, but worldwide rather. I’ll definitely be a part of it.
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“My aim was for a design that 
matches the trend of Japanese 
lifestyle spaces and modern 
construction.”

WATARAI REIKO
Watarai Design

JAPAN

45

Silhouette® Window Shadings progressively and completely block off light at your whim, producing various ambiences to fit your mood
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My colleague and I were at the launch of the competition, and we were intrigued by the 
way it was going to be carried out. Right there and then, we made the decision to enter the 
competition. I drew my inspiration from the ‘Master of Modern Architecture’, I M Pei. 

I was extremely impressed by the way he designed the windows at the Suzhou Museum in 
China where he used windows to frame scenery outside the room; objects like decorative 
plants and bamboo became attractive ‘pictures’ for the interior. 

In a similar way, we designed the windows as picture frames for outdoor objects to be 
presented as pieces of art from within the room. We decided on Silhouette® Window Shadings 
because of its flexibility of view to the exterior, maintaining the outlook even when fully 
closed.

I’ve always heard that Hunter Douglas products were known for their quality and durability, 
but they astounded me throughout this experience with their very professional and reliable 
approach. I was also impressed with the technology behind the products. On top of that, 
the overall company philosophy of Hunter Douglas is remarkable. If this initiative were to be 
repeated in the future, you will definitely see my face again.

Featuring convenient flexibility when you need it. Silhouette® Window Shadings can transform the atmosphere of a dining area 
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“We designed the windows 
as picture frames for 
outdoor objects to be 
presented as pieces of art 
from within the room.”

CHEW KHERK MIN
Design Base Sdn Bhd

MALAySIA



156Luxury LivingDIMPLE MITTAL & VIJAy NARNAPATTI
MayaPRAXIS
INDIA

Go au naturale for a soothing ambience with Luminette® Privacy Sheers
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“The area was bathed in natural light 
so we wanted to harness as much of 
that light as possible” 

I believe in working towards an architecture of detail with attention to materials, structure, 
quality of light and walls for example. 

When I saw the site, I was entranced. The surrounding environment was simply wonderful. 
The area was bathed in natural light so we wanted to harness as much of that light 
as possible as it would give a sensual feel to the forms of the furniture. With Hunter 
Douglas Window Fashions, we managed to complement the whiteness of the interior, 
really bringing forward the glow that makes a room very pleasing to the eye. 
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Window fashions 
Collection

Featuring a wide selection of sheers, shades, pleated blinds and 

shutters, Hunter Douglas creates custom window treatment needs 

with the highest standards of innovation and quality.  Our signature 

collection combines elegance, beauty, functionality and 

technology to meet your personal style.

www.hunterdouglas.asia
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Featuring a wide selection of sheers, shades, honeycombs, blinds and shutters, Hunter Douglas 
caters to your window treatment needs with the highest standards of quality. Here we present 
to you our signature collection –combinations of elegance, beauty and technology.

WINDOW FASHIONS COLLECTION
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These sheers offer you a softly filtered view while 
providing privacy when you want it. The luxurious look 
of soft curtains is accentuated at night when the 
shades are closed. The fabrics in Luminette® Privacy 
Sheers fold perfectly in place with just a spin of the 
wand for sheer blackout effect. Luminette® Privacy 
Sheers can be used in virtually any room and in any 
rectangular window or door opening. They are 
perfect for large doors or windows.

An innovative twist  
on tradition 

161
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These soft-woven fabric vanes gracefully open, 
close and diffuse light while providing privacy 
when rotated. Whether as a side or split stack, 
the fabric gently billows, creating an appealing, 
drapery style appearance while hanging 
straight naturally without the need for unsightly 
bottom weights. All Ballette® Drapery Sheers 
provide optional PVC vanes that enhance 
opacity for increased light control.

Give your home a 
sentimental touch

162
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These shadings feature our Signature S-VaneTM Fabric 
Panels that suspend between two sheer facings, distilling 
sunlight into a warm glow with exceptional elegance. 
The vanes tilt with precision, allowing accurate control of 
light and privacy in a room. Hunter Douglas Silhouette®  
Window Shadings are designed with a patented weave 
that eliminates the moiré effect (an irregular, wavy and 
rippled appearance that occurs when fabric patterns 
and textures are combined), delivering a clean and 
undisturbed view.

Gentle translucency 
for an endless variety 

of moods
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Uniquely designed with soft, horizontal fabrics vanes 
attached to a single sheer, Pirouette® Window Shadings 
control light in an entirely new way.  Gently pull on the 
operating cord, the fabrics vanes expand, beautifully 
filtering the natural light. Pull again and the vanes contract, 
providing a clear view to the outside. With 44 colours and 
fabric combinations, along with various vane sizes and 
opacity options, Piroutte® Window Shadings provides 
exceptional versatility in both function and style. It’s the 
perfect finishing touch to any room in a home.

Grand openings for 
filtered light, or taking 

in the view
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Our Duette®  Honeycomb Shades provide 
a high level of energy efficiency with its 
innovative, patented honeycomb design 
that traps air, increasing energy efficiency 
by keeping a room cool on a hot day and 
maintaining warmth when it’s cold.

With a wide array of colours, textures 
and pleat sizes, Duette® Honeycomb 
Shades enhance any décor.  Honeycomb 
Shades block up to 99% of harmful sun 
rays and come in various levels of opacity 
according to your preferences. A Duolite™ 
option is available, offering 2-in-1 shades 
with different light opacities. 

Filtering light 
and insulating 
your home all 

year round

169
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The specially designed contoured folds of Vignette® 

Roman Shades stay in shape and volume, creating a 
casual and formal look. Our EasyRise™ system allows even 
the largest Roman Shades to be easily raised and lowered 
and the cord tensioner can be securely mounted to the 
window frame for enhanced child and pet safety. The 
headrail conceals and protects the fabric when raised for 
an unobstructed outside view. A room darkening option 
is available for more privacy.

Decorate your 
windows with a tailored, 

textured look

170
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The exquisite beauty of nature is captured in these blinds. 
Its natural materials create a warm and intimate mood 
in a room, while the matching valance and bottom rail 
complete the design. Made from the finest quality wood, 
your décor will blossom when combined with the natural 
beauty of our Country Woods® Wood Blinds.

Nature’s warmth and 
beauty in your home

173
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Hunter Douglas Roller Shades have been setting the 
trend in this design classic. Our shades come in a 
range of opacities and colours to minimise glare while 
maintaining full view and optimising natural light for 
any décor or application. 

Express your style with 
an individual touch

174
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Absolutely perfect for French doors, patio doors, bay 
windows, room dividers and large walls, Vertical Blinds 
combine beauty, hassle-free maintenance and 
excellent light control. Our Vertical Blinds come in a 
rich variety of textures, colours and patterns to meet 
your individual taste.

Elegant simplicity for 
larger windows

177
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The charm of our Venetian Blinds lies in their versatility. 
First introduced to the world by Hunter Douglas in the 
1950s, our Venetian Blinds offer you precise control of light 
intensity and direction with the quick twist of a wand. And 
with an ever expanding range of colours, finishes, and slat 
widths to choose from, you can transform any room in a 
style that is completely your own. Made with high-grade 
aluminium slats  our Venetian Blinds are covered with a 
special coating for outstanding durability and reliability. 
Additionally, the spring-tempered bounce-back slats 
offer resistance against rough handling. All our Venetian 
Blinds are designed to repel dust, making cleaning easier 
and more convenient.

Create light control and 
privacy with this 
design classic

178
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Applications Through 
Innovative Systems

Hunter Douglas Window Fashions presents a range of 

innovative operating systems which offer total control for 

your window shades.

www.hunterdouglas.asia
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Standard Cordlock / Standard Original 
System
Ensures ease of operation and long-lasting durability.

182
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UltraGlideTM

The revolutionary UltraGlideTM operating system uses a retractable 
cord mechanism to raise and lower the window shade or shading.  
The constant cord length means there are never any long, dangling 
cords to detract from the appearance of the shade so increased 
safety for children and pets.

Our innovative systems come 
with additional Child Safety 
feature to protect children and 
pets from accidents caused by 
window shades cord systems.
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EasyRiseTM

Allows even the largest shades to be easily raised and lowered. The 
cord tensioner is mounted securely for enhanced child and pet safety.

Our innovative systems come 
with additional Child Safety 
feature to protect children and 
pets from accidents caused by 
window shades cord systems.

184
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LiteRiseTM

Cordless system that raises and lowers window shades easily.

Our innovative systems come 
with additional Child Safety 
feature to protect children and 
pets from accidents caused by 
window shades cord systems.

185
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DuoliteTM

Offers maximum light control through two separate fabric panels 
for ‘day or night’ convenience, providing limitless options for privacy 
and light control.
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Top-down / Bottom-up
Offers the ability to operate shades from the top down, the bottom 
up or in combination to provide privacy while still allowing for 
natural light.

187
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VertiglideTM

Ideal for side-to-side openings, sliding glass doors and as room 
dividers, this system does not carry cords, chains or wands that get 
in the way of children and animals.

Our innovative systems come 
with additional Child Safety 
feature to protect children and 
pets from accidents caused by 
window shades cord systems.
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SimplicityTM

Specially designed for windows on ceilings for light diffusion and 
energy saving.

Our innovative systems come 
with additional Child Safety 
feature to protect children and 
pets from accidents caused by 
window shades cord systems.
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Motorisation
Designed for ease of operation and precise control. Operating 
functions are delivered by a hand-held remote transmitter.

Our innovative systems come 
with additional Child Safety 
feature to protect children and 
pets from accidents caused by 
window shades cord systems.
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PowerRiseTM

Battery powered operating system to raise and lower window 
shades with a touch of button on the remote control.

Our innovative systems come 
with additional Child Safety 
feature to protect children and 
pets from accidents caused by 
window shades cord systems.
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Hunter Douglas Asia
Our Offices

REGIONAL HEAD OFFICE
Hunter Douglas – Asian Operations
Lot 493, Persiaran Kuala Selangor 
Section 26, 40400 Shah Alam  
Selangor Darul Ehsan  
MALAYSIA
Tel  : +60-3-5191 2020
Fax   : +60-3-5191 2885
Email : hdasia@hunterdouglas.asia

CHINA
Hunter Douglas Window Covering Products 
(Residential)
355, Guangzhou Road 
Minhang District
Shanghai 201108 
CHINA 
Tel : +86-400-820-7096
Fax : +86-21-3471 7520 
Email : info.wcpsh@hunterdouglas.asia
 
Hunter Douglas Window Covering Products 
(Contract)
161, Yaotianhe Street, Yongshun Avenue,  
Yonghe Zone
Guangzhou Economic & Technological 
Development District (GETDD)
Guangzhou 511356
CHINA
Tel : +86-20-3222 2888
Fax : +86-20-3222 2205
Email : hdwcpc@hunterdouglas.com.cn

HONG KONG 
Hunter Douglas China/Hong Kong 
Unit 8-12, 6/F, Topsail Plaza
No. 11, On Sum Street, Shatin 
HONG KONG
Tel  : +852-2637 8111
Fax  : +852-2637 8611
Email : info_wcphk@hunterdouglas.asia

INDIA
Hunter Douglas India
C102 Mangalya, Behind Sangeet Plaza 
Marol Maroshi Road, Andheri East 
Mumbai 400 059
INDIA
Tel : +91-22-6761 7500 
Fax : +91-22-2910 0340 
Email : info_wcpin@hunterdouglas.asia

INDONESIA
Hunter Douglas Indonesia
Kedoya Center Blok C-6
Jln. Raya Peruangan No. 1 
Jakarta Barat 11530
INDONESIA
Tel  : +62-21-549 2525
Fax   : +62-21-549 2058
Email  : info_wcpid@hunterdouglas.asia

JAPAN
Hunter Douglas Japan
Ark Yagi Hills
6F 1-8-7 Roppongi
Minato-Ku, Tokyo 
106-0032 
JAPAN
Tel : +81-3-3560-9871 
Fax : +81-3-3560-9872 
Email : info_wcpjp@hunterdouglas.asia

KOREA
Hunter Douglas Korea
2nd Floor Kadong Sanha 
88-1 NonHyun-Dong
KangNam-Ku 
Seoul 135-010
KOREA
Tel : +82-2-518 3663 
Fax : +82-2-518 3664
Email : info_wcpkr@hunterdouglas.asia
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MALAYSIA
Hunter Douglas Malaysia
Lot 493, Persiaran Kuala Selangor 
Section 26, 40400 Shah Alam  
Selangor Darul Ehsan  
MALAYSIA
Tel  : +60-3-5191 2020
Fax   : +60-3-5191 2885
Email : info_wcpmy@hunterdouglas.asia

PHILIPPINES
Hunter Douglas Philippines
Ground Floor, Jade Place 
33 Visaya Avenue 
Queson City 1100 Metro Manila
PHILIPPINES
Tel  : +63-2-924 0220
Fax   : +63-2-924 7360
Emai  : info_wcpph@hunterdouglas.asia

SINGAPORE
Hunter Douglas Singapore
21 Jalan Buroh  
#02-02  
Singapore 619478
Tel  : +65-6862 4466
Fax  : +65-6861 6595
Email : info_wcpsg@hunterdouglas.asia

TAIWAN
Hunter Douglas Taiwan
3rd Floor, No. 92 Nanjing East Road 
Section 5 
Sung Shan District 10597 Taipei
TAIWAN 
Tel : +886-2-2748 0100 
Fax : +886-2-2748 1660 
Email : info_wcptw@hunterdouglas.asia

THAILAND
Hunter Douglas Thailand
124 Krungthepkreeta Road 
Saphansung, Saphansung 
Bangkok 10250 
THAILAND
Tel : +66-2-368 4141 
Fax : +66-2-368 4144 
Email : info_wcpth@hunterdouglas.asia

VIETNAM
Hunter Douglas Vietnam
Thien Son Office Building – Ground Floor 
05 Nguyen Gia Thieu Street, District 3 
Ho Chi Minh City 
VIETNAM
Tel  : +84-8-3930 8586
Fax  : +84-8-3930 8587
Email : info_wcpvn@hunterdouglas.asia

www.hunterdouglas.asia
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